Super Browse — History
9.70 (2021/06/11)
Features


Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 11.1.

9.60 (2018/10/10)
Features


Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 11.0.

9.52 (2015/08/19)
Features


Further adjustments for Clarion 10.0

9.50 (2015/03/08)
New Password!

We no longer officially support Clarion 7 and earlier versions!

Features


Tested templates and updated installer for Clarion 10.0.

9.17 (2014/07/27)
Features


Changed help from HLP to CHM.

9.16 (2014/06/02)
Bugs


Fixed installer location of RED file and examples.

9.15 (2014/05/18)
Features


Updated installer for Clarion 9.1.

9.10 (2013/11/04)


Changed handling of LinkMode and DllMode switches in multi-app solutions using Clarion legacy template
chain. Now it follows the standard, including the base classes in every DLL/EXE (even though it’s less
efficient).

9.00 (2013/09/01)
New Password!

This is the final version that officially supports Clarion 6!

Features


Updated installer for the latest Clarion 9.0.



Enhanced ActionHeaders, especially for custom ordering and SQL support.



Standardized code for ColorListSelector across ABC and Legacy chains.

8.00 (2011/06/04)
Features


Updated installer for the latest Clarion 8.0.

7.41 (2011/05/08)
Bugs


Changed PRIORITY(0) to PRIORITY(1), as Clarion 8 no longer supports this undocumented value.

7.40 (2011/05/05)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6 through 8.0.

7.30 (2011/01/09)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.3.

7.20 (2010/06/20)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.2.

7.02 (2010/04/20)
Bugs


The installer was aware of Clarion 7.0, but not 7.1.

7.01 (2010/04/18)
New Password!

We no longer officially support Clarion 5.5 and earlier versions!

Features


Bugs

Compatible with Clarion 6 through 7.1.



(Clarion) When using ActionHeaders, there was a problem with auto-positioning the browse after an
update.



LocatorTabs caused error when parent Browse object name was changed from default.



(ABC) EscKey and CloseWindow save modified EIP value, rather than cancelling the modification.

6.73 (2008/05/23)
Features


Bugs


Installer permits overriding of destination folders.
Fixed a couple of problems with the example program.

6.72 (2008/05/14)
Features


Global LIST Line Height template



(ABC) Improved checkbox EIP support



(ABC) FileDropCombo support in EIP



(ABC) Conditional column hiding in EIP



(ABC) Optionally pass parameters to EIP lookup procedures



(ABC) Enforce validation file moving backwards through EIP columns



(ABC) EIP Lookups via button (both file and calendar) can automatically go to next column after user
makes selection.



(ABC) Added support for Text EIP fields.



(ABC) The form-based RestoreChildAfterCancel now supports the SaveChangeButton template (in
addition to SaveButton). We also improved error handling and memory clean-up.



(ABC) Optionally pass parameters to column lookup procedures.



(ABC) Columns which are conditionally disabled for EIP can be hidden as well. Note that this hiding
applies to the column in all rows, whereas the conditional EIP disabling can work differently for each row.

Bugs


(ABC) Improved handling of True/False fields, when using values other than 1/0.



(ABC) Fixed problem with Disabling Conditions, when earlier columns have color/icon/etc. attributes.



(ABC) Fixed errors regarding ListBoxFeq and FieldNo.

6.51 (2004/10/05)
Bugs


Fixed usage of CHOOSE to correspond with new behavior in 6.1.

6.50 (2004/10/04)


Concurrent with Super Stuff 6.50.

6.15 (2004/07/28)


New Password!

6.12 (2004/06/21)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6.1-RC3.

6.11 (2004/05/25)
Bugs


Fixed problem with improperly positioned RETURN statement in TakeButtonAccepted.

6.10 (2004/05/15)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6.1-EA1.

6.03 (2003/12/05)
Features


Bugs


Added "Insertion point" setting, to control where EIP inserts occur in C6/ABC.
Fixed problem with generation of DLL exports, which could cause an "Ordinal out of sequence" error.

6.02 (2003/12/01)
Features


Added Priming settings when inserting records in BrowseEntry (EIP) for ABC. (It was already for the
Clarion chain.)



Added "Delete Action" setting, to determine how deletes are confirmed/prevented for ABC. (It was
already for the Clarion chain.)

6.01 (2003/12/01)
Features


Compatible with Clarion 6.



ActionHeaders can optionally include UPPER() attribute in its PROP:Order statements.



Generation of the RETURN statement in TakeButtonAcceptedLookup has been shifted to a lower position,
to allow for extra code between the lookup operation and the return.



RestoreChildAfterCancel has new a logout method of "None", to suppress transaction handling.



RestoreChildAfterCancel uses the full PrimeRecord+Insert, rather than just calling Insert, to ensure
proper auto-sequencing, etc.

Bugs


RestoreChildAfterCancel was not explicitly freeing its queue. Usually this wasn't a problem, but in certain
unusual situations it could cause strange results.



LocatorTabs destroys it's extraneous tab control after creating the others now, rather than before.



Fixed problem with support for MultiProject.

4.90 (2000/09/26)
Features


Compatible with C55-cr2.



This is the last version to support Clarion 4.0!



Added support for CapeSoft's MultiProject.

Bugs


Fixed problem with conditionally disabling columns in EIP template.



Fixed problem handling really large format strings in ConditionalFormat template.

4.40
Features


Added support for C55-beta2.



Last version to support Clarion 4.

4.34
Bugs


Fixed compatibility problem with C5a. (TakeSelected was not called.)

4.32
Bugs


Fixed compatibility problem with C4.

4.30
Features


Added ability to turn off locator tabs.



If you are using calendar lookup support, don't forget to import CALENDAR.TXA into your APP.

4.20
Features


New "Date Lookup" support for Edit-In-Place



"Each Column Sorts Itself" option in ActionHeaders



The "Disable Column Edit" feature will not work until Clarion 5a.



EIP support code is concurrent with SuperInvoice 4.10

Bugs


Many improvements in ActionHeaders. Be careful of using "Exclude Null" in your keys, as this can trick
the VIEW engine into omitting records when using a custom order.



IMM attribute is added to EIP field if it exists in dictionary settings.

4.10
Features


First SuperSolutions Templates

4.00
Features


Compatible with Clarion 4 ABC templates



New BrowseEntry Edit-In-Place implementation



Global Bold Tabs



Global Color List Seletor



Global Tab Popups



Conditional Formats



Select Mode Cancel Button

